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Minister for Police and Emergency Services  31 January 2020 
ACT Government 

gentleman@act.gov.au 
 

Dear Minister, 

 

I am writing to you about reports Council has been receiving of anti-social motor 
vehicle use in the Weston Creek and Molonglo areas.  While Council has been 
receiving a steady flow of complaints on this for as long as I can recall, of late the 
number and severity of the alleged behavior has been increasing.  Our usual response 
has been to direct the complainant to ACT Policing with advice the person making the 
report provide as much detail as possible of the alleged offence.   

This information has recently been reinforced through my regular column in the 
Chronicle and by ACT Policing, Sergeant Simon Coady, who attended our September 
public meeting and faced questions from community members about this issue. 

Unfortunately, people who have made the recommended telephone call to report an 
example of anti-social driving they have (or are) witnessed are underwhelmed by the 
response to their report.  The general theme is they come away feeling their complaint 
is unlikely to be acted on and they are unlikely to make another report. I am sure you 
will agree that for such a perception to exist in the community is entirely 
unacceptable.  

Further, there has been some recent serious high-speed motor vehicles crashes in 
Weston Creek and Molonglo that have resulted in some serious, life-altering injuries 
being sustained by vehicle occupants. To allow this to continue cannot be consistent 
with the Government’s Vision Zero Strategy. 
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Some examples of the complaints that have been brought to my attention include: 

 High-speed driving by groups of vehicles along major arterial roads, perhaps as 
part of an organised event; 

 Drivers using intimidating practices such as tailgating, horn blowing and yelling 
obscenities when following (slowed by) compliant vehicles; 

 Excessive noise from loud exhausts and tyres losing traction on a regular basis, 
often of an evening in residential areas; 

 Dangerous speeds in the high pedestrian activity areas around Cooleman 
Court; 

 Close passes of pedestrians using pedestrian crossings and car parks;  
 The solitary shared zone in the Northern Cooleman Court carpark being 

regularly disregarded; 
 Drivers edging vehicles towards people using marked pedestrian crossings, 

presumably to encourage them to hasten their pace; 
 Use of unregistered motorcycles on shared paths around local shopping 

centres, particularly Rivett and Holder; and 
 Disregard of the school zone speed limits. 

 

Council has just completed a Survey in our Weston Creek and Molonglo community 
and I have attached some comments from those who completed the survey.  I am sure 
that you will find some of great concern. 

Council is asking that you work with ACT Policing to ensure an effective strategy is 
devised to address this important community safety issue.  

Council is happy to discuss this issue with you. Council could also set aside time at a 
future public meeting to allow you to hear from the community members about these 
issues. 

I have also written to your colleague, Shane Rattenbury, Minister for Justice, 
Community Affairs and Road Safety on this matter. 

 

With Best Wishes 

 

 
Chair 
Weston Creek Community Council 
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Attachment to the Letter on “hooning” 

Please note that these comments are unedited. 

Stop the hoons doing burnouts at the top of Hindmarsh/Darwinia  

A buffer between the HOONS who use cotter road as there person dragstrip.  

Chapman - more traffic reduction measures as Chapman is now a rat run between 
Belconnen and Tuggeranong 

Lack of policing and increase in crime / antisocial driving which seems to have 
increased significantly in recent months and lack of police available when we call with 
concerns on antisocial driving  

Please lobby the police to do something about the hoon drivers destroying our roads 
and being reckless 

Hoon driving. People speeding in cars. Theft from houses and garages. cyclists cycling 
dangerously on share paths and tracks.  

Policing is a big problem - we called 000 and it took over 20 minutes for the police to 
arrive  

Speeding on main streets 

A police station or more police patrolling Molonglo area. So much theft and vandalism 
and anti-social behaviour. Feel like I’m living in a slum now  

Very concerned about dangerous driving/hooning/ drag racing  

cars often do burnouts at the end of hindmarsh / darwinia / eucumbene drives near 
my home but never is anyone arrested for it. likewise, there is very antisocial 
behaviour and driving at weston tennis courts / skate park that never gets any police 
presence. some cameras should be set up at these hot spots so that bad drivers can be 
identified. very likely someone will be injured eventually by a car doing burnouts.  

The anti social driving is a big problem. At least once a week we have a heap of cars 
(maybe from a club) that roar down Streeton Drive from Cooleman Court direction and 
they take a left up Cotter Road and roar up there. Sometimes it seem like they do laps. 
It so loud and they are travelling really fast.  

We need to have something done about the racing that is undertaken almost 
everynight- lack of police. 
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Hooning around the streets  

These comments are on the proposed 150 parking spaces off Parkinson St - It is a 
terrible idea. It is not needed, you can always get a park. We must keep the green 
space, a carpark is against the cooling policy, it will attract litter, and be very ugly. It 
will also attract hoons. Built a multi story park on the other side of cooleman court.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 









Some free text comments received for Weston Creek women’s safety survey 

(survey closed 21/10/2022) 

  

• Weston Creek is 50 year old and deserves a stationery police presence. Please put a small 
Police station/presence in at Cooleman Court.  

  

• I am not confident that the MLAs will do anything practical about the issue. I am tired of 
hearing platitudes that are not backed up by real action.  

  

• More patrolling of police in the neighbourhood, as before-improve lighting on foot and cycle 
paths, safe school crossings, provision of off road cycle paths to feel safe when cycling, 
provide overpasses for walking and cycling over busy roads. Provide “wombat” safety 
crossings on busy roads so cars have to slow down for people to cross safely, have signs 
“slow down- kids, elderly” displayed in streets with no footpaths to make it safer to walk on 
road.  

  

• Physical barriers to prevent cars accessing ovals.  

  

• Good lighting, footpaths and cycle paths to be well maintained, off road cycle paths as safety 
concerns to ride on road.  

  

• active policing and a local police station; green space being monitored and complaints about 
trades accessing areas through children's parks and greenways where they should not be; 
removal of traffic bollards and gates being investigated  

  

• more programs and better process for repeat offending criminals, particularly around car 
theft and hooning.  

  

• hoons in cars, lack of police presence in area.  

   

  



 

Some free text comments received for Weston Creek Council’s priorities survey 

(conducted July 2022) 

  

• A police station for Molonglo-Weston Creek.  

  

• Increased police presence in the Weston Creek and Molonglo Valley areas.  

  

• Road speed limits.  

  

• Traffic speeds and associated noise. What can we do locally to meet Active Travel, Air 
Quality, and Ageing in Place.  

  

• Policing.  

  

• How to strengthen the influence of the community over government policies and actions.  

  

• Crime and hooligans - We were away recently and someone broke into our car (up a long 
driveway) and took a small container of coins and while it's not the theft that concerns me, it 
is the fact that they could brazenly enter a property. Also, the amount of hoons leaving 
rubber on the roads from burnouts is very concerning. This needs more focus because it's so 
dangerous and as someone who walks regularly, it feels unsafe walking the streets.  

  

• I would like to see the Commissioner or ACT Policing come and speak about policing, crime 
etc in the Weston Creek area.  

  

• Concern about joy riding and the dangers to the community. There is fear in the community 
that further accidents will happen.  

  

• Yes also crime seems to be pretty bad at the moment with vehicle theft and break ins.  
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